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Classifications and Code lists



Recalling the definition
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Used to identify data:
consist of identifiers and descriptors that are essential for discovering, 
organizing, retrieving and processing a statistical data set

Examples: titles, subtitles, short descriptions, dimension names, variable
names, dictionaries, dataset technical descriptions, dataset locations, 
keywords for finding data, units of measurement (e.g., EUR), code lists
(e.g., for territorial coding), data formats, potential value ranges,
time dimensions, value ranges of flags, classifications used, etc.

Data and structural metadata MUST go together.



Structural metadata harmonisation
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The compilation of statistics for a specific domain is usually considered, by 
those who do it, a highly specialized activity. As a result, the production 
process is separated according to the statistical domain.
This means lack of harmonization with respect to how data is organized, what 
metadata is provided with and how it is exchanged. 
Even within a NSI it can be difficult to share, for example, IT applications across 
domains, thus creating the potential for inefficiency and duplication of effort.

For the end users, it is often difficult to use statistical information on different 
subjects or from different providers in an efficient way. 

The harmonisation of variables and their (coded) representation is an essential 
condition for generating efficiency gains in:
• data collection (e.g., streamlining of surveys)
• data processing (e.g., record linking, data imputation, data matching)
• dissemination (e.g., improved capacity to cross-tabulate data)



Key concepts
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Integrating different sources means understanding the metadata associated 

with different data sets, often using different terms with the same meaning or 

same terms with different meaning.

• harmonization: everyone speaks a common language, independently on 

the statistical theme 

• metadata reuse: processes should draw pre-existing terms

• traceability: every step of the data production process is operationally 

defined (transparency, automation) 

• search functionalities (external users formulate a question of information 

which is always linked to a metadata)



Classification
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A classification is a “SET OF DISCRETE, MUTUALLY

EXCLUSIVE AND COLLECTIVE EXHAUSTIVE CATEGORIES”

no overlapping & no missing



Checklist for developing a statistical classification 
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Best_practices_for_Classif_UN_Expert_Group

https://unstats.un.org/unsd/classifications/bestpractices/Best_practice_Nov_2013.pdf


Essential components of a statistical classification
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Best_practices_for_Classif_UN_Expert_Group

1. Status of the classification
2. Which data collections will use this classification?
3. What are the underlying concepts used in this classification?
4. Scope of the classification
5. Primary uses of the classification
6. User Consultation
7. What are the classification criteria?
8. Structure of the classification
9. Are the proposed categories well defined?
10. Appropriateness of code structure
11. Relationship with other classifications
12. Statistical Balance

https://unstats.un.org/unsd/classifications/bestpractices


Code lists
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Code lists are created to group related items in a meaningful, systematic and 
standard format. They provide lists of codes to classify according to a specific 
concept (e.g., sex, age). 

Actually, a code list is just an object containing a list of codes… 
a set of values to be used in the representation of a Concept (Dimension or 
Attribute) in Data/Metadata Structure Definitions.

Code lists are primarily used to:
➢ Collect, disseminate, exchange statistical information;
➢ Aggregate and disaggregate datasets in a meaningful way for complex 

analysis;

Standard code lists should be used all along the statistical business process, 
(i.e., design, collection, aggregation, dissemination and archiving)



Code lists vs Classification
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A code list should be extendible
by additional codes that may 
disaggregate or aggregate codes 
that are already in the list as well 
as by codes that extend the 
coverage of the code list (e.g., 
totals, aggregates). 

The coverage of the codes may 
however overlap partially within 
one code list (but may not be 
identical). This means that the 
content is not necessarily 
mutually exclusive as is the rule 
for established statistical 
classifications. 

Concept: CIVIL STATUS OF AN

INDIVIDUAL

Codelist: CL_CIVIL_STATUS*

S Single

M Married

W Widowed

D Divorced

M_W_D Married at least once

W_D Once married

_T Total

* “registered partnership” and “legally 

separated” items  not considered

https://sdmx.org/wp-content/uploads/CL_CIVIL_STATUS_1.0_25-11-2013.doc


Code lists standardisation
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Code lists not harmonised means that different codes are used for the 
same statistical concept (e.g., for Manufacturing industry the codes 
"RD", "B0200", "SE0_4" and "TOT_MANUF" are used in four different 
production databases, while the standard code for this NACE section is 
"D" in the Reference).

This situation leads to extra work and is a permanent source of errors.

The use of standard code lists will help to work even more efficiently, 
easing the maintenance of and reducing the need for mapping systems 
and interfaces delivering data/metadata to them. 



Eurostat metadata dissemination – Platforms (replacing RAMON)

CIRCABC

RAMON Archives

• Classifications

• Correspondence tables

Euro SDMX Registry

RAMON Artefacts

• Classifications

• Correspondences

• Standard Code Lists 

(Eurobase)

ShowVoc (LOD)

• ESTAT’s Classifications and 

correspondences

• Advanced visualisation (XKOS) 

• Integrated SPARQL Endpoint

EU Vocabularies (LOD)

• ESTAT’s Classifications and 

correspondences

• Basic visualisation

• Cellar SPARQL Endpoint & 

API (federated queries)

ShowVoc Webinar – October 2023
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https://circabc.europa.eu/ui/group/c1b49c83-24a7-4ff2-951c-621ac0a89fd8/library/579984e5-610d-4adb-af35-a16e014a3cd9
https://showvoc.op.europa.eu/#/datasets
https://op.europa.eu/en/web/eu-vocabularies/
https://op.europa.eu/en/web/cellar/cellar-data/metadata/knowledge-graph
http://vbpmki.cc.cec.eu.int:1979/showvoc/#/home


EU Vocabularies Euro SDMX Registry CIRCABC (Archives)

Statistical Classifications

Correspondence tables

CODED

Metadata catalogues

Standard Code Lists

Other dissemination platforms

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/metadata

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/metadata/classifications

ShowVoc Webinar – October 2023

https://op.europa.eu/en/web/eu-vocabularies/eurostat
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/sdmxregistry/
https://circabc.europa.eu/ui/group/c1b49c83-24a7-4ff2-951c-621ac0a89fd8/library/579984e5-610d-4adb-af35-a16e014a3cd9
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/metadata/classifications
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/metadata/classifications
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International standards
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The Generic Statistical Information Model (GSIM) models all of the information 
needed for the statistical production process

UNECE Standard https://statswiki.unece.org/display/GSIMclick/Clickable+GSIM 

https://statswiki.unece.org/display/GSIMclick/Clickable+GSIM


At Statistics Flanders
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(3 workshops) → distilled to some 40 objects

https://unece.org/statistics/events/MWW2020 

https://unece.org/statistics/events/MWW2020
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Immediate benefits
We can talk about the same information objects with the same names.
GSIM provides a common language to improve communication at different levels:
• Between the different roles in statistical production (business and IT experts);
• Between the different statistical subject matter domains;
• Between statistical organizations at national and international levels 

Long term benefits
Reuse and sharing of methods, components and processes: the use of GSIM will 
reduce workloads as many processes can be repurposed and reused.

Statisticians less reliant on information technologists.
In the "stove-pipe" approach to statistical production, subject matter is heavily 

dependent upon the ITs in the design, build and production of statistical systems.

An increase in the use of standardized applications, which can easily be shared 
across domains, will enable statisticians to more easily work in different domains.

GSIM benefits



Structure objects
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Education

All persons 
participating 
in this training
now in this room

Person

All persons 
attending training 
courses

Andrea

Nationality

Nationality of a personNationality of a person attending training courses

Andrea has 
nationality 
<IT, Italian>

The Association
”Unit Type + Concept”
is called a Variable



e-Training
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Correspondence 
Table

groups

compares 
(via Node Set)

Statistical 
Classification

Classification 
Series

Level

has
(via Node Set)

Map

contains

Classification 
Item

groups
(via Node)

maps 
(via Node)

Code

contains
(via Node & Designation)

Category
takes meaning from
(via Node)

Standard Industrial 
Classification

Standard Industrial 
Classification 2008

Level 3

022 Logging

Standard 
Industrial 

Classification
2008 and 2002

020 Forestry, logging and related 
service activities corresponds to 

022 Logging

It is too restrictive to say a Classification Series

(CS) is used to classify one and only one Unit 

Type (UT). An example is a standard 

occupational classification (SOC). A SOC could 

be used to classify people based on the jobs 

they hold, employers based on each of the jobs 

they fill, or job categories managed by an HR 

department based on necessary skills and 

duties. 

Each CS classifies one or more UT, and each UT 

is classified by zero or more CS.

Logging

022

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NhFg88N0UVA


e-Training
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Statistical 
Classification

Code Category

Level

Classification Item

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NhFg88N0UVA


e-Training
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Unit Type: Households; Population: Households resident in Italy in 2016 

Represented Variables: Annual average household income, Territory,…

measure attributeidentifiers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T96GVxpWCoU


GSIM and SDMX

Represented 

Variable

Dimensional

Data Structure 

Component

Identifier

Measure

Attribute

is defined by

e.g., Territory, 

Economic activity
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groupsConcept

DSD

(Data Structure

Definition)

Dimension

Measure

Attribute

is defined by

Concept
Concept 

Scheme

e.g., Territory, 

Economic activity



GSIM and SDMX
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SDMX has been a real success for the 

harmonization of data/metadata exchange 

GSIM could help a lot a statistician in using 

SDMX, in properly modelling a data cube, by 

assigning a concrete role to concepts before 

their use in a SDMX Data Structure Definition 

(DSD).

SDMX_Glossary_Version_2_1_December_2020.htm

Type = Cross-domain concept

DSD

Codelists

Concept 
Scheme(s)

https://sdmx.org/wp-content/uploads/SDMX_Glossary_Version_2_1_December_2020.htm


Analysis
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Identify the CONCEPTS

ACTIVITY

REF_AREA

INDICATOR

INDICATOR



Cross-domain concepts
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Cross-domain codelists
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These are the cross-domain code lists that have been officially adopted so far.



Relevant guidelines
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Code IDs take values from uppercase A to Z, 0 to 9
and "_" only. No other characters should be used. Underscore ("_") is 

generally used for the combination of codes (whether consecutive or not)

Even though technically allowed in the standard, it is highly recommended not 
to use lower case characters in order to avoid possible confusion and technical 
issues with upper case characters.

Accented characters for a code are not allowed by the standard

Code names should be between 1 and 254 characters

The characters used should belong to the UTF-8 character set

it is recommended to use meaningful codes (in English) if possible,
pay attention not to use excessively long codes (impacts the maintainability of 
identifiers/key series codes, size and costs of data files and databases)



Age classes
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The basic units used for representing age are 
"Y" (Year), "M" (Month), "W" (Week) and "D" (Day).

➢ The following set of standard operators is proposed:
➢ “T” for expressing ranges (e.g., from 4 to 9);
➢ “_” for the combination of two codes, whether consecutive or not;
➢ “X” for expressing “except” or “excluding”;
➢ "GT" for "greater than", "LT" for "less than", "GE" for "equal to or greater 

than" and "LE" for "equal to or less than".

 from 15 years to 20 years excluding 16 years:  Y15T20X16  
 over 30 years:  Y_GT30 (here"_" is used to make a clear
distinction between the unit and the operator "GT")
 less than 50 years:  Y_LT50
 two and three months:  M2_3
 four days or over:  D_GE4
 three years or less:  Y_LE3



Generic codes
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Code Description Annotation

_L Local extension to uniquely identify local extensions of SDMX code lists 

_N Non response failure to obtain a measurement 

_O Other
residual information not contained in other categories of the 
code list

_S Subtotal used for expressing intermediate totals

_T Total used for expressing totals

_U No data/unknown failure to obtain a measurement 

_X
Not allocated/
unspecified

the value for a particular variable falls outside the expected 
range

_Z Not applicable
the coding of a concept is technically required (dimension or 
mandatory attribute), but does not have a statistical meaning 
for a specific series or observation. 
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Strategy



AS-IS Structural Metadata
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Structural  metadata  harmonization  can  be  set  as  a  long-term  objective.

Using  the  same  terms  according  to  a common language structure, from 

data collection to data dissemination, is a demanding task.

When it comes to structural metadata, the harmonization of the statistical 

information provided to final users is seen as top priority.  

Therefore, following ISTAT experience, 

the first clear and realistic steps can be taken

in the dissemination phase,

natural “bottleneck” for the different domains:

analyze the Concepts and the Code lists

used in the disseminated data so to understand

the issues to be tackled

Concept 
Scheme

Codelists

DSD



Work strands
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1. Analysis and comparison of the different statistical processes using related 

variables 

2. Discussion and standardization: variables, questions, guidelines

(national and international context) 

3. Proposal of a unique classification

4. Add “Special” categories + Aggregates needed (i) when gathering micro 

data and (ii) when disseminating macro data → unique codelist



(VN) Occupation

Gross domestic product at current 

prices by economic sector

CL_OCCUPATION (based on ISCO-08, International 

Standard Classification of Occupations, 2008 version) 

(Version 1.0, formally adopted 14 March 2014)
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https://sdmx.org/wp-content/uploads/CL_OCCUPATION_1.0_15-3-2014.xls


(IT) Status in employment in the main job
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Level 2 is more disaggregated. This is the level to be considered as the standard of acquisition for surveys 
that need to detect in detail the characteristics of the work. Level 1 is more aggregated. This is the minimum 
level of acquisition: it is to be used only in very rare cases, only by surveys that do not need to collect very 
detailed information about work.
Level 2 links up with Level 1: Level 2 detects employees and family workers but distinguishes the 
independents by unpacking them among those who have a coordinated and continuous collaboration (with 
or without a project), occasional workers, entrepreneurs, freelancers (with and without employees) , self-
employed workers (with and without employees). This classification must be used by those surveys that have 
to investigate the characteristics of the work in detail.

II Level I Level  
code description code description

SAL employee SAL employee

COLCO
co-ordinated log-term 

freelancer

POO indipendent contractor

LIBSD
professional without 

employees

LIPSD
own account workers 

without employees

IMP entrepreneurs

LIBCD
professional with 

employees

LIPCD
own account workers with 

employees

CFAM family worker CFAM family worker 

SELF_NS
self-employed person 

without employees

SELF_S
self-employed person 

with employees



(IT) Educational level
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In dissemination…
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Imagine two or more statistical processes in your NSI taking different 
alternatives for, say, age groups.

In the ideal world, the long-term integrated optimizing solution is the use of a 
unique Code list named “Age / Duration”. 

Managers of every domain would select their subset of items from that unique 
Code list without creating anything domain-specific on their own.

Advantages:
i. internally, integration among statistical domains
ii. internally, no proliferation of objects 
iii. externally, common standards  → streamlined metadata exchange 

between organizations.



In the meantime, in the real world…
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Survey 1

[Inactivity rate]

Survey 2

[Enterprise]

Survey 3

[Unmarried person]

In the Questionnaire

Age: 𝟎,∞ Age: 𝟎,∞ Age: 𝟎,∞

On the Website

01: 15-24 years

02: 25-34 years

03: 35-49 years

04: 50-64 years

05: 15-64 years

17.1: up to 24 months

17.2: from 3 to 5 years

17.3: from 5 to 10 years

17.4: from 10 to 15 years

17.5: 15 years and over

17.6: all items

A: less than 35 years

B: 35_49 years

C: 50_59 years

D: 60 years and more

E: total



From the single need to…
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Identify the statistical concept “AGE” throughout your Statistical Programs

Classification 3
Classification 1

Classification 2

Classification 4

Classification 5

Classificaton …
Classification n

Classification …
Classification …

Classification …Classification …

Objective:

✓ coherence within statistical domains

✓ agreement on codes and labels

A new Standard Code List (SCL) is born!!!

SCL
Age/Duration



The process of standardisation
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From multiple, disconnected classifications to a unique NCL

Analysis

Identify the 
statistical 
concept and pre-
existing 
classifications

Harmonisation

Coherence 
within domains

Agreement on 
codes and  
descriptions

Finalisation

Implementation
Maintenance

Regular 
reviewing and 
extension of NCL



Single Corporate Dissemination DB
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By now,  

the NCL “AGE/DURATION” 
has been recalled 183 
times, in 148 dataset. 

It has 356 items



Advantages
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less workload on production units: less 
mapping, less conversions,

more comparability across domains

the adoption of the harmonised codes into 
the data production chain would reduce the 
need for transcodification and the risk of 
errors.

statistical outputs harmonised, comparable, 
consistent

a choice over NCL has a great impact on the 
efficiency of data sharing
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Exercise - How to order a unique Code list



Starting point: five classifications code lists
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These are the Age items in the different Statistical Programs 

11-40

41+

3+ 3-10

0-9

41+

total

10-40

11-40

0-10

0-40

10-19

10-40

20-40

0

1

0-10

23-10



Easy ordering
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It’s easy to sort the items, if you keep them separated… 

11-40

41+

3+

3-100-9

41+

total

10-40

0

1

0-10

2

3-10

11-40

0-10

0-40

10-19

10-40

20-40



Amman, we have a problem
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Obviously, things get complicated about the ORDER,
when you collect hundreds of Age items in the same flat code list…



Question
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Is it possible to sort CL_AGE items in such a way that every possible subset 
extracted is automatically sorted? YES

11-40

0-10

0-40

CL_AGE

0-9

10-40

41+
total

0

1

2

3-10

0-10

11-40
3+

10-19

20-40

0-9

41+

total

10-400

1

0-10

2

3-10

11-40

41+

3+

3-10

10-19

10-40

20-40

0-40



Simple as that…
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• At bottom, sort DESC open-ended intervals
• Sort ASC col B, sort DESC col A 

CL_AGE

11-40

0-10

0-40

3-10

0-9

41+

total

10-400

1

0-10

2

3-10

11-40

41+

3+

3-10

10-19

10-40

20-40



Andrea Bruni
anbruni@istat.it
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